The Wedding Planner
Flirtations, romance, weddings & anniversaries
3 nights, 5 nights
Wedding Bells – 3 nights for the entourage, honeymoon for the
bridal couple

After being involved and attuned to every detail during the planning stages, Lifetime
Discovery staff will welcome the couple and their entourage at the in Athens airport and
supervise the blessed event from transfer to the hotel in Santorini, send-off the wedding
couple to their honeymoon and attend the take-off each guest until the very end. The staff
prides itself in attending to the honored guests with sensitivity and undivided attention.
Whether the bridal couple is interested in a civil service, an Orthodox or religious wedding of
any kids, or perhaps the meaningful renewal of vows, Lifetime Discovery will interface with all
the official offices, service providers and entertainment agents to make the event in Santorini a
perfect success. For the honeymoon, the wedding couple may choose to stay in the Santorini
paradise, for take a week-long honeymoon cruise around the Greek Islands, or perhaps to stay
at one of the exclusive hotels in Athens, such as Grande Bretagne , King George or Elektra
Palace Hotel, where they will be greeted with a candlelight dinner including champagne. This is,
as we say at Lifetime Discovery, completely up2u
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Flirts, Romance & Anniversaries

Santorini is the ideal destination for nurturing a new couple starting out or
celebrating a veteran pair of lovebirds. Whether starting out or renewing
vows, Santorini’s romantic sunsets and luxurious hospitality are an ideal
way to cement and enhance the star-crossed connections.
Lifetime
Discovery staff will welcome lovebirds at the in Athens airport
and
supervise transfer to the hotel in Santorini, and escorted by boat or plane to
your hotel in Santorini in the Aegean Sea by your LimetimeDiscovery liaison
who will be at your side for any and all plans that you want to make. Besides
being a lovers’ paradise, Santorini has a link to the lost civilization of
Atlantis to explore, and is a getaway for anyone who enjoys beautiful
sunsets, striking landscapes and dips in luxurious blue waters. While you
relax on the island and discover its vibrant nightlife, you will also be awarded
the special added values provided by Lifetime Discovery. Enjoy this
magical getaway by the sea for five days of romance for the new flirtations,
the height of romance or the anniversary that rejoices in retrospect.
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